The challenge
Comfy is a leading retailer in the consumer electronics segment in Ukraine with over 82 oﬄine shops throughout
the country and around 10,000 products within their range. This brand distributes products through multiple
channels: online, oﬄine, call-centre and mobile app.
Our task was to audit an existing Google AdWords campaign and provide ways to increase the return on investment in this marketing channel.
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Strategy
PPC campaign audit
- Campaign settings and targeting analysis
- Campaign structure analysis
- Content-audit (analysis of target keywords, negative keywords and ad banners)
- Web-analytics and tracking system audit.
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Key ﬁndings
Chaotic structure to AdWords account
The original structure made it diﬃcult to compare the sales by each separate
product category.
Ineﬀective campaign budget limits
A number of ad campaigns were losing clicks due to the “Limited by budget”
status. Budget optimization would have led to more banner clicks at a reduced
cost within the ﬁxed budget or more clicks for an increased budget.
Ad campaigns have time restrictions
If there is a part of the day when your ads perform weak, it is better to adjust
the bids with a target KPI in mind rather than completely turning such ads oﬀ.
High conversion cost for a number of non-brand ad campaigns
The structure of the original AdWords account complicated tracking and scaling by product categories.
A pool of keywords by device model wasn’t thoroughly developed
Ad groups by device model contained irrelevant keywords, which means ad message was shown for less
relevant search queries which attracted fewer clicks and lowered ad eﬀectiveness.
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Ineﬃcient usage of keyword match type
Ad groups contained only keywords with a broad match, no phrase or exact match type deployed. As a result,
the project didn’t receive enough relevant traﬃc at low cost of customer acquisition.
Bidding at high rates to provide traﬃc. No sales goals or KPI’s were considered.
Absence of comprehensive list of negative keywords

Display advertising (Google Display Network) campaign audit
- Remarketing lists were not segmented
- Banners were overloaded with information
- No limits applied to the number of times the banner was shown to an unique user
- Irrelevant sites are not excluded
- Ad campaign didn’t provide a wide reach
- As the result, the advertising budget was not utilized eﬀectively. The project was losing conversions and
revenue.
- According to our estimates, the retailer could see +30% growth of campaign eﬀectivness, if the problems
we had found were solved.
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Solution
- Account structure has been completely rearranged
- Implementation of audit recommendations
- Google Analytics settings tuned
- Campaign negative keywords have been revised and new ones included
- Diﬀerent types of remarketing campaigns were deployed, including the beta-campaign for dynamic remarketing
- Search remarketing campaign has been launched
- Utilized the opportunities which API XML provides
- New ﬂash banners have been created, newly designed banners were aimed at attracting user’s attention
and decreasing the cost per click
- Yandex Direct campaign optimization: search ads in Yandex, Yandex remarketing, Yandex Direct
- Ad campaign KPI are clearly deﬁned
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New structure of account
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As a result of thorough analysis and research of diﬀerent traﬃc channels (brand traﬃc, product category
search queries, category+brand search queries,etc.) the number of search queries for which retailer’s ads
were shown in Google has grown by 10 times.
For each product category unique negative keywords have been selected, which decreased the chances
of an ad to be shown for irrelevant search query by 5 times.
We used our in-house tools to revise and automate the process of ad display for a wide selection of device
model search queries. As the result, it increased a new volume of relevant traﬃc.
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New scheme of ads display in GDN (Google Display Network)
A newly set GDN campaigns allowed the retailer to engage with the prospect on all stages of their purchase
process. We balanced the number of times banners are shown to users which allowed us to attract new visits
to the site as well as reengage with those who have already visited it.
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First month of work on AdWords campaign

- Traﬃc growth +30%
- Budget spent -50%
- Conversion rate increase +30%
- Retailer’s revenue growth +76%
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First month of work on Yandex Direct campaign

- Traﬃc growth +13%
- Conversions increase +78%
- Retailer’s revenue growth +75%
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Achieved results after 3 months of work on AdWords campaign
Changes in number of conversions

Changes in revenue received
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Achieved results after 3 months of work on Yandex Direct
Changes in number of conversions

Changes in revenue received
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To drive more sales
from product pages,
we have also changed
the design and layout
of control page.
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And the challenger
page.

Conversion rate has grown by 131% after the changes have been implemented
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What is next
Boosting the reach of GDN banner through:
- AdWords integration with the Doubleclick system
- Google Catalog launch
- Starting Gmail Sponsored Promotions
- Leveraging the tools of Yandex adverstising
- Video ads on YouTube
Further improvement of search ad campaign:
- Continuous monitoring and setting adjustment based on the statistics received
- Deep analysis of customer purchase intentions in search queries the use and target keyword
selection adjustment
- Implementation of the latest features and possibilities Google API provides
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